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Correction should be noted…Dear Suzanne…

The debt is owed by those who incurred it…The private 
corporations.  They can say what they like, but the 
criminal impersonators…mostly the members of Congress 
are misrepresenting who and what they are.  They 
continue to misrepresent themselves as our lawful 
public officers and in doing so they commit fraud and 
treason.

The members of Congress are committing criminal acts 
against the American people, everyday.  And by now 
they do so with premeditation and deliberate criminal 
acts.

Obamacare is just one such example…this was 
addressed in great detail to John Smaldone and he 
agreed.  

Smaldone Healthcare Proposal

John,
	
As	an	expert	in	financial	ma4ers	and	an	experienced	fiduciary,	please	explain	
to	the	people	how	was	it	possible	for	the	members	of	Congress	to	declare	the	
healthcare	act	(obamacare)	was	legi?mately	and	lawfully	passed	from	a	bill	to	
a	law,	when	not	one	fiduciary	(members	of	Congress)	read,	debated	and	

https://scannedretina.com/2017/10/16/public-institutions-by-what-andor-whose-lawful-authority/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/10/16/public-institutions-by-what-andor-whose-lawful-authority/
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/smaldone-healthcare-proposal.pdf
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reviewed	the	ma4er	in	the	interest	of	their	cons?tuents…?

Congressional	Manual:	How	our	laws	are	
made.
	
And	also	please	explain	how	you	are	not	commiCng	fraud	and	treason	
yourself,	against	the	American	people,	by	even	referring	to	this	crime	against	
the	people	as	a	law?
	
An	old	man	who	knows	nothing…
	

Obamacare	not	a	law!	How	would	you	prefer	
we	handle	this	fraud	upon	the	American	
people?
Obamacare	is	not	a	law!
Congress:	Guilty	of	ExtorBon	–	Obamacare	
NOT	A	LAW!

He also asked for guidance which I will attempt to 
provide him.

Those who are perpetrating the fraud against we the 
people are counting on the fact that most people are so 
confused by all of the lies and propaganda, they give up 
even attempting to sort things out. They get so 
frustrated with the lies and confusion they can no 
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longer think straight.  And Suzanne…that confusion is 
deliberately created with the intention to cause people 
to give up trying to figure it out.  

But let us sweep aside all of the distortions.  It is 
so clear that anyone can grasp the enormity of the 
crimes against the people.  Mr. Trump just cleared 
the air…but the people must recognize the 
very noble gesture and the global public notice he 
issued on behalf of the people…

Could his words be any clearer?  Could any 
reasonable person misunderstand what he stated to 
the whole world as the undisputed leader of the free 
world?

The Trump Doctrine 2017

Most everything that we are presented is based on 
fraud and does not lawfully exist.

An Even Bigger Fool

Just consider the manner in which the foreign agents 

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2017/10/0000-the-people-are-sovereign-small.mov
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behave…once they violate their oath of office or their 
fiduciary responsibilities…also a violation of the public 
trust…they have essentially submitted their voluntary 
resignation.  

By-the-way…This is not any option over which anyone 
has any choice.  However, those charged with the 
responsibility to enforce the constitutional protections 
seem to have also decided to voluntarily resign but 
continue to operate in their public role in fraud and 
treason.

  Never Waver—

They are trained to ignore these crimes and deny they 
exist. Just look at how Hillary denies and ignores…
absolutely no display of conscience, morality or the 
slightest degree of ethics.  

You see Suzanne, they do what they do because they 
can…not because they are honorable.  Far from it, 
there are few members of what might be considered as 
“government,” who act with honor.  For over eight years 
I have searched…

https://scannedretina.com/2015/10/21/public-service-is-a-public-trust-fiduciary-duty/
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in search of a lawful government

So what about the oath of office?
A person who conducts themselves with honor and 
respect most of the time, and only resorts to robbing 
banks every third Tuesday…is still a bank robber.  And 
so it is with the criminals, playing the role of members 
of Congress…they are simply actors…and bad ones at 
that.  

So the fact of the matter of the debt and the 
mysterious “debt limit,” is just a deceptive device and 
applies to the corporation, operating as the UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, INCORPORATED, or one of its 
derivatives.

The fruits of treason
But putting all of that aside…the bold truth is that 
nothing with which we the people are confronted with 
today is lawful or legitimate.  Sure it is all there for 
all to see…but it is all stage craft.  How can that be?

Simple really, each person has the ability to visualize 

https://scannedretina.com/2017/07/24/in-search-of-a-lawful-government/
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many versions of reality.  This is why propaganda is 
such an important part of the lies and distortions which 
have been artificially created to shape the public 
opinion.  Just think about it dear Suzanne…the truth 
becomes what ever the people come to believe or 
accept…

The Truman Show
And have not the members of Congress displayed their 
treason once more…?

Government “Made” News – 
“Propaganda” Became Legal 
in 2013
Propaganda
And the strategic role of the media was defined many 
years ago and still plays the same role…

CFR
And our realities will continue to be distorted on a daily 
basis with every day we spend watching television.  For 
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not only do we pay for the TV…we also pay for the 
products promoted and pay for the cable service to 
boot.  Now how much more accommodating can we be to 
assist in our own demise… 

And of course…the content is specially created by the 
folks in Hollywood, to continue the daily indoctrination 
and conditioning to shape the reality you believe is the 
one in which you really live…All courtesy of the bad 
guys in the shadows…and there are many others working 
to destroy us from within…

The enemy that you pay to remain 
in the shadows

And one last twist regarding the 
fake debt—
Just a theory mind you…
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arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Nov 14, 2017, at 10:07 PM, Suzanne Short 
<blueislandbobsue@comcast.net> wrote:
God Bless and protect our America.

Technically, all who reside within our country own the 
debt.....maybe the illegals will think twice about coming 
here illegally, if this was a stipulation......have to agree 
to help pay our debt!!!!!

Suzanne

---------- Original Message ----------
From
To: 

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
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Date: November 14, 2017 at 8:38 PM
Subject: Fw: Who Owns the U.S. Debt?

Food for Thought!
 
 
Herbalist
ColonHydrotherapist
Hyperthermia Technician

laura-dutton.bemergroup.com
laura.dutton@bemermail.com

 

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: robert bowen <wbowen333@hotmail.com>
To: 
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2017 5:35 PM
Subject: Who Owns the U.S. Debt?

h4ps://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/economics/item/27352-
who-owns-the-u-s-debt

https://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/economics/item/27352-who-owns-the-u-s-debt
https://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/economics/item/27352-who-owns-the-u-s-debt
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Who	Owns	the	U.S.	Debt?
www.thenewamerican.com
Once	again,	the	federal	government	is	spending	more	money	that	it	raises	
and	is	placing	the	people	of	America	in	danger	of	permanent	
indebtedness.	By	Joe	Wolverton,	II,	J.D.

https://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/economics/item/27352-who-owns-the-u-s-debt

